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Activities of the Get Close Support Team



"The letter was reassuring and moved me to tears."
"The encouraging letters made me feel a little better."
"For someone who lives alone, letters are the best."
"I walk for about an hour a day."
"I write and memorize difficult Chinese characters and do 
crossword puzzles.”

"I feel mentally and physically uncomfortable staying at home 
alone."

"I'm worried about when the threat of corona will hit me (due 
to my chronic illness)."
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Responses received from the senior citizens (excerpts)



It's great to hear from the elderly 
that they are happy and energized, 

but there are also problems...

⚪ How do we respond to the responses we receive?
(Do we respond to each one individually? Share the content?
⚪ "I was happy to receive your letter, but I've forgotten the 
Chinese characters, my motivation to write has waned, and I 
don't have the strength to go to the mailbox. What should I 
do? The voice of an elderly person

Exchanging letters
Activities of the Get Close Support Team



Communication through correspondence: newsletters



Communication through correspondence

Feedback from readers



“It was a mysterious experience that I wrote a letter to someone I 

had never met.”

“I' m glad that they seem like my grandparents.”

“I didn' t feel like I met her for the first time. It was more like 

a reunion.”

“the activities at Suita helped me to integrate more deeply into 

life in Japan.”

“It also became an opportunity for lonely international students to 

deepen their ties with the community.”

“There is always some uneasiness and apprehension in communicating 

by mail”

Feedback from students

⇒The encouragement is actually mutual!





(3) Let’s pile up our findings into a book, which can be read by people in general!



• How can you go beyond professionalism for the social workers?

• What is the most important spirit(s) of volunteerism for the volunteers?
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Thank you VERY much!
謝謝！

ありがとうございました！


